Service Single-Deck

Refrigerated merchandiser with vertical slide glass for meat and seafood.
**Available Options**

- Alternate toekick height 13-15/16”H with an overall height of 48-1/2”H.
- Flat front profile.
- Bullet Leg base with adjustable height toekick.
- Exterior standard grade laminate or stainless steel finish.
- Painted outside back.
- Stainless steel base trim.
- Cart bumper (1” or 2”).
- Clear rear load doors.
- Price tag molding.
- Product stops.
- Scale stand with dedicated circuit for ISO receptacle & optional pull wire(s).
- Rear (flip up or fixed) work boards (Type: poly, SS, solid surface).
- Paper cutters (Serrated or non-serrated).
- Front electrical raceway.
- ISO outlet/CON outlets or CAT5.
- Solid interior stainless steel, solid interior mirror polish stainless steel, thermal glass divider or glass ends.

**Base Model Features**

- Sled runner base construction.
- Standard 50-1/2”H with 42”D.
- 15-15/16”H adjustable base painted metal to match exterior; Front & Sides.
- Painted metal exterior.
- Stainless steel exterior trim.
- 25-3/4”D, 3/8” glass case top.
- Stainless steel outside back including rear base trim.
- Reflective rear load doors on straight cases.
- 1/4” single-pane regular-glare vertical front glass – Hardware (Slide Vieler type 510).
- Stainless steel interior.
- Interior trim to match interior.
- Stainless steel flat bottom merchandising deck.
- LED dual top lighting.
- Rear electrical raceway.
- Gravity coil refrigeration.
- Serpentine coil assist.
- Solar digital thermometer.